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ABSTRACT: We report planar liquid crystal-gated-organic field-
effect transistors (LC-g-OFETs) with a simple in-plane drain−
source−gate electrode structure, which can be cost-effectively
prepared by typical photolithography/etching processes. The LC-g-
OFET devices were fabricated by forming the LC layer (4-cyano-4′-
pentylbiphenyl, 5CB) on top of the channel layer (poly(3-
hexylthiophene), P3HT) that was spin-coated on the patterned
indium−tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates. The LC-g-OFET
devices showed p-type transistor characteristics, while a current
saturation behavior in the output curves was achieved for the 50−
150 nm-thick P3HT (channel) layers. A prospective on/off ratio (>1
× 103) was obtained regardless of the P3HT thickness, whereas the
resulting hole mobility (0.5−1.1 cm2/(V s)) at a linear regime was
dependent on the P3HT thickness. The tilted ordering of 5CB at the
LC-P3HT interfaces, which is induced by the gate electric field, has been proposed as a core point of working mechanism for the
present LC-g-OFETs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) have recently attracted
keen interest because of their potential for low-cost fabrication
of plastic logic devices and flexible display backplanes.1−4 The
highest mobility of OFETs has reached 30−45 cm2/(V s) by
employing organic single crystals,5,6 but these values are still far
behind the outstanding mobility (200−1160 cm2/(V s)) of
inorganic FETs with highly crystalline inorganic materials.7,8

Although organic semiconducting materials play a primary role
in achieving high mobilities, gate insulating materials do also
significantly influence on the practical performances of OFETs
because the mobility of OFETs is sensitive to the amount of
charges generated inside organic semiconducting layers
(channel) by the electric field applied between gate and source
electrodes.
Various materials, to date, have been used as a gate insulator

for OFETs. One of the most representative materials is silicon
oxide (SiOx), which is grown natively on doped silicon wafers
and typically used for inorganic FETs due to its low dielectric
constant (ε ≈ 3).9,10 However, the SiOx gate insulator requires
high temperature processes (≫150 °C) for a defect-free dense
layer so that it cannot be applied for OFETs at a commercial
stage. On this account, several polymeric materials have been
introduced as an organic gate insulator.11−15 In particular,
electrically insulating polymers with high dielectric constants,
such as poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoroethylene-co-chloro-
fluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE-CFE)), poly(4-vinylphenol)

cross-linked with 4,4′-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)diphthalic
anhydride (PVP-HAD), and cyanoethylated poly(vinyl alcohol)
(CR-V), contributed to achieving high mobilities because of the
efficient charge formation in organic semiconducting layers by
their dipole effect.16−18 However, liquid crystals (LCs) have not
been used as a gate insulator, even though they have
considerably high dielectric constants19 and possess huge
potential for soft electronics that can mimic human bodies
leading to humanoid robots, except our very recent quick
report that focused on touch sensor applications but did not
contain the fundamental aspect of transistor operation.20

In this work, we attempted to investigate the detailed
operation principle of LC-gated-OFETs by varying the
thickness of channel layer that directly contacts the LC gate
insulator. A well-known representative nematic LC, 4-cyano-4′-
pentylbiphenyl (5CB) (crystalline-to-nematic transition tem-
perature = 18 °C; nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature =
35 °C), was used as the LC layer, while poly(3-hexyl-
thiophene) (P3HT) was employed as the channel layer. A
simple in-plane drain-source-gate (D-S-G) electrode structure,
leading to a planar device, was made by employing typical
photolithography/etching processes of indium−tin oxide
(ITO) that has good adhesion property for semiconducting
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polymer films upon wet-coating. The resulting OFETs have a
geometry of bottom source/drain electrodes and top LC gate
insulator that is controlled by the gate electrode next to the
source electrode. The top and bottom surfaces of the channel
layer (P3HT) contact the LC layer and the ITO source/drain
electrodes, respectively, whereas the end part of the LC layer is
directly connected to the gate electrode (see Figure 1a). Hence

we named the present OFET structure “planar LC-gated-OFET
(LC-g-OFET)”, which has a merit of simple device structure,
leading to easy and low-cost fabrications, and is useful for
various soft electronic devices including ultrasensitive tactile
sensors, soft biomedical devics for diagnosis, flexible pressure
sensors, flexible wearable touch sensors, etc.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Figure 1, the thickness of the LC layer was
controlled to be 100 μm, whereas the channel length between
the source electrode and the drain electrode was fixed as 15 μm
(see Figure 1). First, we examined the capacitance of the 100
μm thick LC (5CB) layer and the channel current change by
the presence of the 5CB layer on the channel (P3HT) layers
with four different thicknesses. As shown in Figure 1b, the
capacitance of 5CB in the ITO/5CB/ITO structure was
gradually increased as the applied voltage increased (frequency
= 1 kHz), which does indirectly reflect the high dielectric
feature of 5CB [dipole moment = 2.58 D, dielectric constant =1
8 (nematic) and 11 (isotropic)]. Interestingly, when the 5CB

layer was placed on the channel layer without applying any gate
voltage (VG = 0 V), a huge jump in the drain current (ID) was
measured between the source electrode and the drain electrode
regardless of the P3HT thickness (Figure 1c). In addition, the
current jump became larger as the drain voltage (VD) increased.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the formation of charges
in the channel layer by the strong dipole effect of 5CB.19,21

Interestingly, the degree of current jump was much more
pronounced for 25 nm than other thicknesses, reflecting that
the thinnest (25 nm) P3HT layer has the highest ratio of the
volume affected by the LC dipole to the unaffected (neutral)
volume in the P3HT layer.
To know the influence of VG on the channel current of

devices, we measured output curves by varying VG from 0 V to
−60 V (note that the P3HT layer was removed from the S-G
zone and the gate electrode in order to prevent possible leakage
currents between the source electrode and the gate electrode,
see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). As VD increased
negatively at a fixed VG, ID was significantly increased
irrespective of the P3HT thickness (see Figure 2a). This result
indicates that the present devices are p-type (we note that the
devices did not work under n-type operation by setting positive
VG and VD). In the case of the 25 nm thick P3HT layer, a slight

Figure 1. (a) Illustration for the device structure of LC-g-OFET
(right: optical microscope image for the patterned ITO-glass
substrate) and the chemical structure of 5CB and P3HT (note that
the P3HT layer is not linked to the gate electrode, see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). (b) Capacitance (frequency = 1 kHz) as a
function of voltage for the ITO/LC(5CB)/ITO structure (insets:
cross-section structure and top-view image). (c) Current (ID)−voltage
(VD) characteristics of devices with (w/) and without (w/o) the LC
layer on the P3HT layer at VG = 0 V; the P3HT thickness is given on
each graph.

Figure 2. (a) Output and (b) transfer curves of LC-g-OFETs
according to the thickness of the channel (P3HT) layer. VG was varied
from 0 to −60 V for the measurement of output curves, whereas VD
was fixed as −1 V for the measurement of transfer curves (linear
regime). The on/off ratio (RON/OFF) was ∼4 × 103 (25 nm), ∼3 × 103

(50 nm), ∼2 × 103 (100 nm), and ∼5 × 103 (150 nm) (see the off
current parts in the insets in b).
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saturation behavior in the output curves was measured at a low
VG (−10 V and −20 V) but almost no saturation was measured
when VG was further increased at the given VD range. Despite
there being almost no saturation for the 25 nm thick P3HT
layer, the highest ID (ca. −300 μA) was measured at the same
VG (−60 V). This result (no saturation but high current) can be
assigned to the overcharged channel layer by the strong LC
dipole effect because of the limited channel volume (the
thinnest P3HT layer here).22 Interestingly, the 50 nm thick
P3HT layer delivered an obvious saturation shape over the
wide VG range in the output curves. A similar saturation shape
was measured for the 100 nm thick P3HT layer at the VD range
up to −5 V, which showed higher ID values than the 50 nm
thick P3HT layer at the same VG. The device with the 150 nm
thick P3HT layer did also show the saturation behavior but the
ID value was rather reduced compared to the device with the
100 nm thick P3HT layer. This result implies that 150 nm is
too thick to effectively form the positively charged zone close to
the S/D electrodes.22

Next, the transfer curves measured at VD = −1 V (linear
regime) are intensively discussed in order to equally compare
all devices. We note that the saturation mobility (see Table S1
in the Supporting Information) could be obtained for three
thicknesses, except 25 nm (no saturation current), when VD
was increased up to −30 V in order to meet the saturation
regime condition (VD > VG − VTH).

22 As shown in Figure 2b, a
noticeable transfer curve was obtained from all devices although
the shape was slightly different each other. A particular
attention is paid to the quite high (negatively) threshold
voltages (VTH) for all devices. Taking into account the high
dielectric constant of 5CB, ID is considered to quickly increase
with VG. However, as observed from the transfer curves, the
turn-on state seems to be delayed until VG reaches ca. −15 V to
−20 V depending on the thickness. This phenomenon is
considered as the result of the far distance between the channel
region and the gate electrode (see D1 = 40.5 μm in Figure 1a),
which is considerably a large value compared to the typical
thickness of gate insulating layers (300−700 nm).11−24 In this
regard, the turn-on voltage (i.e., VTH) is expected to be further
decreased by controlling the distance between the channel
region and the gate electrode. Despite such disadvantage, the
on/off ratio reached ∼4 × 103 for 25 nm and ∼5 × 103 for 150
nm (note that more than 1 × 103 was also achieved for other
two middle thicknesses).
To calculate the hole mobility from the transfer curves in

Figure 2b, we assumed that the distance between the gate
electrode and the channel layer corresponded to the thickness
of the gate insulating layer because the 5CB molecules were
uniformly connected with the constant thickness (100 μm)
between the gate electrode and the channel layer. In other
words, we can imagine that the gate electrode is moved on top
of the LC layer with keeping the distances (D1 or D2) in
Figure 1a, leading to a typical transistor geometry with a top
gate electrode, so that the hole mobility of the present LC-g-
OFET devices can be reasonably calculated by applying
mobility equations used for conventional FET structures.25

On the basis of this reasonable assumption, the hole mobility
(μh) of devices was calculated using ID = (W/L)μhCi[(VG −
VTH)VD − (VD

2 /2)] in a linear regime (VD < VG − VTH), where
W, L, and Ci are the channel width, the channel length, and the
capacitance of gate insulator, respectively. As shown in Figure 3,
the hole mobility reached ∼1.1 cm2/(V s) (D1) and ∼0.9 cm2/
(V s) (D2) for the 25 nm thick P3HT layer, which approaches

the highest values reported for the OFETs with the P3HT
channel layer (linear regime: 3.4 cm2/(V s), saturation regime:
2.5 cm2/(V s)).26 However, the hole mobility was gradually
decreased as the P3HT thickness increased, which is in
accordance with the VTH trend. The gradual decrease in the
hole mobility can be basically attributed to the increased
contact resistance because of the increased P3HT thickness. In
addition, it is also considered that the charge transport (linear
regime) in the present planar LC-g-OFET devices is strongly
dependent on the effective amount (ratio) of charges (holes)
per thickness, which are generated in the channel layer, as
discussed in the output curves (see Figure 2a). Here the origin
of VTH (i.e., turn-on) in the present planar LC-g-OFETs can be
attributed basically to the dipole alignment of 5CB which might
be maximized by increasing the (gate) electric fields (see also
Figure 4). However, as discussed above, the VTH values in the
present planar device geometry were relatively high compared
to the drain voltages because of the far distance between the
channel region and the gate electrode (see Table S1 in the
Supporting Information).
To understand the working mechanism of planar LC-g-

OFETs, we measured polarized optical microscope (POM)
images by changing a polarization angle. As shown in Figure 4,
a gray color was measured under linear polarization (0°) even
at no bias condition, while no perfect dark (black) state was
measured under cross-polarization (90°). This result implies
that the 5CB molecules made a tilted homeotropic alignment
on top of the P3HT layer at no bias condition as illustrated in
Figure 4a. However, when VD = −1 V was applied (only drain
bias), the channel (D-S interelectrode) area between the drain
electrode and the source electrode became slightly darker under
linear polarization and much darker under cross-polarization
(see “1” in Figure 4b). The similar darkening phenomenon
under linear and cross-polarizations was observed for the S-G
interelectrode area (between the source electrode and the gate
electrode) when VG = −15 V was applied (only gate bias) (see
Figure 4c). These results indicate that only VD = −1 V or VG =
−15 V could change the alignment of 5CB molecules from the
tilted homeotropic state to the tilted in-plane state but the
alignment (top view) was not perfect and quite tilted from the
direction parallel to the D-S-G electrodes (note that the dipole
direction is opposite according to the polarity of electrodes in
Figure 4bc). Surprisingly, when VG was increased up to −60 V,

Figure 3. Hole mobility (μh) and threshold voltage (VTH) of LC-g-
OFETs as a function of the thickness of the channel (P3HT) layer
(note that these data were extracted from the transfer curves in Figure
2b). Two different dimensions (see D1 and D2 in Figure 1) were used
to calculate the capacitance (Ci) of the 5CB gate insulator in the
present device structure because the LC layer was connected to the
channel area from the gate electrode in a planar geometry.
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the whole channel area (including its vicinity area) between the
drain electrode and the gate electrode became extremely dark
under cross-polarization (gray under linear polarization). This
reflects that most of 5CB molecules in the whole channel area
made a strongly directed (but slightly titled) in-plane alignment
with the well-ordered 5CB dipoles parallel to the D-S-G
electrode direction. Hence it is obvious that the high gate bias
does indeed govern the LC (5CB) alignment in the present
planar device structure.
In addition to the LC alignment study by separately applying

either VD or VG (Figure 4), we tried to investigate the LC
alignment by applying both VD and VG at the same time and by
changing the polarization angles step by step. As shown in

Figure 5a, the brightness of images was decreased gradually as
the polarization angle increased up to 90° without any
unexpected brightness change at a particular angle, which
reconfirms the tilted homeotropic alignment of 5CB molecules
as illustrated in Figure 5b (top) at no bias condition (see Figure
4). When VG = −15 V and VD = −1 V were applied, both the
channel area and the S-G interelectrode area became gradually
dark as the polarization angle increased up to 90° but were not
perfectly dark even at 90°. Therefore, it is considered that VG =
−15 V in the presence of VD = −1 V is insufficient to govern
whole parts of the channel area leading to a flip of 5CB dipoles
form (+ −) to (− +) directions (see discussion in Figure 4).
However, when VG = −60 V and VD = −1 V were applied, the

Figure 4. Optical microscope images for the LC-g-OFET device (P3HT thickness = 100 nm) according to the four different combinations of gate
(VG) and drain (VD) voltages: The polarizing angles between top and bottom polarizers are given on top of the images. The possible alignment of
LC (5CB) on the P3HT layer is illustrated on the right part of each optical image.
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channel area became further dark (but not absolutely black as
explained in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) under
cross-polarization, compared to the vicinity area of which color
was still dark gray. Hence most of 5CB molecules in the
channel area under high gate bias condition are supposed to be
aligned parallel to the direction of D-S-G electrodes, but some
of them are considered to be still slightly tilted in the in-plane
and out-of-plane direction of the P3HT film (layer) as
illustrated in Figure 5b (bottom). However, the 5CB molecules
in the vicinity area, apart from the channel area, did still follow
the tilted hemeotropic alignment, even though the degree of
homeotropic state was relatively weakened because of the less
brightness at VG = −60 V than VG = −15 V. On the basis of
these LC alignment study, we can clearly picture the alignment
of 5CB molecules in the channel area at the on state (Figure 5b
(bottom)), in which the negative end of dipole is considered to
induce the positive charges in the P3HT layer. Here we note
that the dipole direction in the channel (D-S interelectrode)
area between the drain electrode and the source electrode was
flipped from (− + at VD = −1 V and VG = −15 V) to (+ − at
VD = −1 V and VG = −60 V) by the strong gate bias (−60 V)
that overwhelms the weak drain voltage (−1 V) (see video clips
in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).

3. CONCLUSION

The planar LC-g-OFET devices, which consist of the in-plane
aligned drain-source-gate electrodes, were fabricated by forming
the 100 μm thick LC (5CB) layers on the P3HT channel layers.
The channel current, even at no gate bias condition, was
noticeably sensitive to the P3HT thickness when the LC layer
was just placed on top of the P3HT layer. The present LC-g-
OFET devices showed p-type transistor characteristics, proving
that the LC layer did successfully act as a gate insulator in the
planar electrode geometry. In particular, the highest drain
current (max. 300 μA) was obtained for the planar LC-g-OFET
device with the thinnest (25 nm) P3HT layer due to the closest
distance of the charged zone to the S/D electrodes at the
expense of current saturation behavior. As the P3HT thickness
increased from 25 nm, all devices exhibited current saturation
trends in the output curves, which evidence the presence of
depletion zone as observed for typical gate insulators. The
planar LC-g-OFET devices exhibited an encouraging hole
mobility of 0.5−1.1 cm2/(V s), which was dependent on the
P3HT thickness. The core operation mechanism of the planar
LC-g-OFET devices has been assigned to the tilted in-plane
alignment and dipole flip (after VTH) of 5CB molecules at the
LC-P3HT interfaces by the increased gate voltage, which
enables the negative end of 5CB dipole to approach the surface
of the P3HT layer leading to generating more positive charges
in the channel layer. Finally, the basic concept of the present

Figure 5. (a) Optical microscope images for the LC-g-OFET device (P3HT thickness = 100 nm) according to the three different combinations of
gate (VG) and drain (VD) voltages with respect to the polarizing angles which are given on top of (a). (b) Proposed LC alignment for the operation
of LC-g-OFETs: (top) Off-state (VD = 0 V and VG = 0 V) leading to a tilted homeotropic alignment, (bottom) On-state (VD = −1 V and VG = −60
V) leading to a tilted in-plane (IP) alignment. We note that the P3HT layer was not linked to the gate electrode (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).
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planar LC-g-OFET devices is expected to be widely applied for
various applications, such as ultrasensitive tactile sensors,
biomedical sensory devices, advanced optical devices, meso-
phase-logic devices for humanoid robots, etc., by further
optimization of device structures, when it comes to their simple
fabrication processes but powerful performances.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Device Fabrcaton. 5CB (purity = 98%) and

P3HT (weight-average molecular weight = 30 kDa, polydispersity
index = 1.7, regioregularity = 97%) were supplied from Sigma-Aldrich
and Rieke Metals, respectively. The P3HT powder was dissolved in
toluene at a solid concentration of 15−30 mg/mL, whereas ITO-glass
substrates were patterned to make planar drain-source-gate electrodes.
The channel length between the source and drain electrode was 15 μm
(see Figure 1a). On top of the cleaned ITO-glass substrates, the P3HT
films were spin-coated to make a channel layer and annealed for 30
min at 120 °C (P3HT thickness = 25, 50, 100, and 150 nm). The
thickness of P3HT layers and electrodes was measured using a surface
profiler (alpha-step 200, Tencor). To prevent a possible leakage
current between the source electrode and the gate electrode, the
P3HT layer was removed from the S-G zone and the gate electrode
using a speicalized nano/micropositioning stage with a sharp scribing
tool (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Poly(ethylene
terephthalate) (PET) film (thickness = 100 μm), which has a
rectangular hole in its center, was mounted on the P3HT layer. Then
5CB was filled inside the rectangular hole and another PET film
(without any hole) or a slide glass was placed on top of the 5CB-filled
PET bank to control the thickness (100 μm) of the LC (5CB) layer.
Measurements. The capacitance of the 100 μm thick 5CB layer

(see insets in Figure 1b) was measured using an impedance analyzer
(VersaSTAT 4, Princeton Applied Research), while a specialized
OFET measurement system equipped with a semiconductor analyzer
(Keithley 4200 SCS) and a polarized optical microscope system (CVI
Melles Griot and PS-M140T-Modusystems) was used for the
measurement of LC-g-OFET characteristics.
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